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Title:
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Project Participants

Senior Personnel

Name: Mason, Michael

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 

Name: Grunze, Michael

Worked for more than 160 Hours: No

Contribution to Project: 
Dr. Grunze has been an active participant in the grant project over the past nine months, however, his total involvement in years 1
and 2 will be closer to 100 hours. In year three, where the solution cell is to be completed and implemented, his involvment is
expected to increase significantly.

Name: Neivandt, David

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 

Name: Hess, Samuel

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 

Name: Gunewardene, Mudalige

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Siyath (Mudalige) was hired this past year as a secondary graduate student to assist in this project and has worked on incorporating
the new fluorescence components into the existing sum frequency microscope. He has significant experience with advanced
fluorescence techniques.

She is currently supported at a level of 50% on the MRI grant.

Post-doc

Graduate Student

Name: Allgeyer, Edward

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Ed was hired this past year as the primary graduate student to be involved on the project. He has been outstanding in all regards.
He has become proficient in his understanding physics involved in this project and has worked tirelessly on acquisition and set up
of the instrument.

He is currently supported at a level of 100% on the MRI grant.

Name: Sterling, Sarah
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Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Sarah was hired this past year as a secondary graduate student to assist in this project and has worked on incorporating the new
instrumental components into the existing sum frequency microscope, of which whe has significant expertise. 

She is currently supported at a level of 50% on the MRI grant.

Name: Dasilva, Erik

Worked for more than 160 Hours: Yes

Contribution to Project: 
Erik is primarily responsible with establishing, monitoring, and assessing the effectiveness of our UMAINE supported MRI
outreach program associated with this project.

Undergraduate Student

Technician, Programmer

Other Participant

Research Experience for Undergraduates

Organizational Partners

Other Collaborators or Contacts
 

Activities and Findings

Research and Education Activities: (See PDF version submitted by PI at the end of the report)
See Attached.

Findings: (See PDF version submitted by PI at the end of the report)
See Attached

Training and Development:
To date 16 undergraduate students and 4 graduate students have been involved in this project.  The graduate students involved have now
completed advanced science degrees in Physics and Chemical Engineering.  The 16 undergraduate students are pursuing bachelors degrees in
Physics, Chemical Engineering, and Biological Engineering.

Outreach Activities:
In conjunction with this cutting edge project educational and outreach programs were developed demonstrating to an audience of high school
students and educators the capabilities of the proposed instrument as well as the importance of new instrument development to the broader
research community.   Through this program nearly 150 high school students have participated in a one day directed research experience, and 4
high school students and 2 science teachers participated in a two month NSF supported research program, and an additional 6 high school
students have participate in related research based on an internal matching grant. 
Over two summers (2008, 2009) a Master of Science and Teaching (MST) Student (Erik DeSilva) was hired in conjunction with this MRI
development project  to specifically develop  1) course curricula/teaching modules for a new Biological Engineering Instrumentation and
Advanced Methods Course, 2) development of high school outreach activities and curricula including on-campus research experiences (BEAR
Program http://www.umche.maine.edu/bear/).  Funding for this position was provided by UMaine Sponsored Programs in response to the
proposed MRI funded outreach and educational activities.  In addition, this student has completed a high school classroom teaching module
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which he has implemented on a trial basis.  Also completed are the two halves of the online description of the technology development,
including the underlying photophysics, associated with this project. This can be found online at:
http://www.physics.umaine.edu/FPALM_SFS_NOV09/sfs.html.

Journal Publications

Gould, TJ; Gunewardene, MS; Gudheti, MV; Verkhusha, VV; Yin, SR; Gosse, JA; Hess, ST, "Nanoscale imaging of molecular positions and
anisotropies", NATURE METHODS, p. 1027, vol. 5, (2008). Published, 10.1038/nmeth.127

Juette, MF; Gould, TJ; Lessard, MD; Mlodzianoski, MJ; Nagpure, BS; Bennett, BT; Hess, ST; Bewersdorf, J, "Three-dimensional sub-100 nm
resolution fluorescence microscopy of thick samples", NATURE METHODS, p. 527, vol. 5, (2008). Published, 

Gould TJ, Verkhusha VV, Hess ST, "Fluorescence Photoactivation Localization Microscopy", Nature Protocols, p. , vol. , (2009). Submitted,  

Allgeyer, E; Pongan, A; King, M; Mason MD, "Signal comparison of single fluorescent molecules and Raman active gold nanoprisms????",
Nano Letters, p. 3816, vol. 9 (11), (2009). Published,  

Books or Other One-time Publications

Gould TJ, Hess ST, "Nanoscale Imaging of Intracellular Fluorescent Proteins: Breaking the Diffraction Barrier", (2008). Book, Accepted
Editor(s): Detrich HW
Collection: Methods in Cell Biology, Biophysical Tools for Biologists, Volume 2: Methods in Vivo
Bibliography: Elsevier Press, New York ISBN: 978-0-12-372521-9

Hess ST, Gould TJ, Gunewardene M, Bewersdorf J, Mason MD, "Ultra-High Resolution Imaging of biomolecules by Fluorescence
Photoactivation Localization Microscopy", (    ). Book, Accepted
Editor(s): Lee JW
Collection: Methods in Molecular Biology
Bibliography: Springer Press, New York

Edward S. Allgeyer, "DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR SUM FREQUENCY
SPECTRAL IMAGING COMBINED WITH CONFOCAL FLUORESCENCE
IMAGING AND ADDITIONAL TOPICS", (2011). Thesis, Accepted
Editor(s): UMaine
Collection: Thesis
Bibliography: Thesis

Web/Internet Site

URL(s):
http://www.physics.umaine.edu/FPALM_SFS/index.htm
Description:
This website will serve as an ongoing description of the instrument development effort including the design, construction, and application of
this new technology.  It is an ongoing development effort of our Masters of Science Teaching student focused on disseminating this work to a
broader audience.

Other Specific Products

Contributions

Contributions within Discipline: 
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Do date, our publications have been focused on the single molecule fluorescence capabilities of the MRI instrument.  Through the NSF support
of this project, single molecule imaging techniques have been developed which are expected to dramatically affect the fields of biology and
materials science.

These have been extended to include the originally proposed model membrane system specifically designed for use on the combined
sum-frequency/fluorescence system.

Contributions to Other Disciplines: 
This project has a significant outreach program. It has specifically involved graduate Physics Education students as will as high school
educators.  In this way it has contributed to the knowledge base around how high tech instrumentation, and the physical processes associated
with these tools, can be desseminated and explained to a broader audience.

Contributions to Human Resource Development: 
Fluorescence instruments based on the single molecule fluorescence methods developed in part by this MRI project have now resulted in the
development of several related instruments.  These instruments are now being implemented at a number of universities.

Contributions to Resources for Research and Education: 
Both through direct involvement in this project and through the related MRI outreach activities a number of undergraduate and high school
students have now been exposed to this instrument and the specific physical principles and engineering technologies involved in its
development.

Contributions Beyond Science and Engineering: 
 

Conference Proceedings

Categories for which nothing is reported: 
Organizational Partners

Any Product

Contributions: To Any Beyond Science and Engineering

Any Conference
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